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Stratagy Of Love
 
You are my light of the morning,
And the songs of birds.
You smile at me and I feel very charm.
When the tired path walks with me,
The pure feelings of love pouring.
The silence moment of love with you gets an eternal time.
The river side, the blue sky and my empty mind.
Everything I realise to fullfill.
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Birth Of Love In My Heart
 
Birth of love in my heart was not very simple.
Too much hard it was, while I was alone.
Had I more of that, NO! , just have a hungry mind.
I was notfull of that, but increasing!
It was imposed on me, suddenly.
 
Birth of love in my heart was not in vain.
I went to rob of her purse,
I thought there were money in it.
Polite thought in my heart was good at,
I stared at her face on that!
 
Birth of love in my heart was made of false.
Although it compelled her love me.
I had faith in this birth, affection.
Ashamed mood of both raised hunger of love.
Tears of love helped me to take true path.
RABIUL SARDAR [10-06-2016] At home, From memory of love.
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You
 
Each step of you I behold, I see.
I hear, I feel what you say,
I shall do, I shall feel
More and more.
The time will stop me in front of you.
You look at me and I stare...
You talk a lot and I hear.
I try everytime,
I fear sometime.
I desire more and more
You will fine.
 
I shall die and I shall reform.
I shall find my abode in your heart.
 
What a joy you know!
What a pain I endure!
What a love I save
Just to give you.
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I Don't Know
 
The sun shines in the eastern sky,
Birds' chirping awakes my sleep.
Before that I was on my bed
Dreaming of a loving journey.
 
Suddenly, you enter with joy,
The smile on your face
Causes a happy of mine.
 
I miss the voice, your natural way
Of talking, that you may not know.
In the evening when you come to
My own pure mind.
 
I love your tears you shed in joy.
I love your smile you bear:
You behold to catch my sight
I enjoy it all day long.
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Sweet Smile: Silence
 
I was drunken with the smile
On your lips.
I was intoxicated with love
You were pouring.
 
My heart was full of love.
My soul was puzzled.
I did a mistake then,
That gave me a feeling of love.
 
What a beautiful it was!
What a nice smile!
 
I am now in a fixed.
I cannot think of you a lot.
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